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Balinese theatre
By Rucina Ballinger, co-author with I Wayan Dibia of Balinese Dance, Drama and Music: An
Introduction to Balinese Performing Arts.
Overview of session
Balinese theatre encompasses more than just drama—gamelan music, dance, singing and comedy
are all integrated into the piece, often with audience participation.
Bali probably has the richest performing arts tradition in Southeast Asia and is famous throughout
the theatrical world. In the 1930s, Antonin Artaud experienced Balinese theatre in Paris and was so
fascinated that he wrote a book about it. Scholars and performers alike have been studying Balinese
performing arts for centuries and continue to do so.
Brief summary of activities
Together we will be focusing on four types of performance:
1. Topeng Mask Dance-Drama
2. Wayang Kulit Shadow Puppetry
3. Kecak (syncopated mouth music)
4. Balinese dance
My goal is to allow you to better understand what these four forms are, to learn the basics of all four
and to explore how you can use the form and the concepts in your classroom.

INFORMATION ON THE FOCAL POINT
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Context

One of the reasons that Balinese arts
have ﬂourished in the face of
contemporary life is that the myriad
religious rituals demand that
Song, Wayang Kulit (Shadow Puppetry),
Topeng Mask Dance, Gamelan Music
and Dance are oﬀered up to the gods
as a form of oﬀering. As a Balinese will
go to at least a dozen rituals a year (and
this is on the conservative side) there
are plenty of opportunities for artists to
perform.

Another reason is tourism. Bali has
repeatedly been voted the ‘Best Tourist
Destination of Asia’ and the best island destination in the world. Tourists want to see the arts and
there are plenty of performances in the touristic centers for people to see; these vary in quality of
course.
The main context for performance is at an odalan or temple festival. These occur every 210 days in
each temple (of which there are literally tens of thousands). If a village has its own performers, then
they will ngayah or perform for free (ngayah literally means to devote oneself to a task or entity). If not
and the temple coﬀers allow for it, they will hire outside performers.
Other rituals such as weddings, cremations and life cycle rites will always have
some sort of gamelan music and often dance and theatre.
It should be stated here that trance is an integral (and inevitable in many
villages) part of ritual and performance. Certain dance dramas such as the
Calonarang—a story based on fact about an 11th century witch who wreaks
havoc and is confronted by the village protector, Barong—is an invitation for
spectators and performers alike to go into trance.
Topeng mask dance drama
Topeng literally means ‘pressed against the face’ and is a form that usually depicts stories of kings of
the past. Traditionally it is performed by ﬁve men (women rarely dance Topeng and there are few
female characters in this form), each one a specialist in a particular genre of mask performance
(strong/reﬁned characters; storytellers; clowns).
Stories
Most of the stories come from the Balinese BABAD or treatises recounting the exploits of Balinese
kings (sorry but queens are usually left out of the equation unless as a victim of kidnapping!). There
are a few other types of stories but a typical one is: Good, righteous, but greedy king wants to take
over neighboring land. He gathers up his army, goes over to the enemy land and wins. Let’s see how
this manifests.
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The masks and actors
Most Topeng shows are done by ﬁve men; it is called Topeng Panca.
These ﬁve men come together before a performance, are served a meal and then they decide on the
story and who will do which parts (there is type casting). Most dancer-actors know dozens of stories
so it is easy to get out there and simply improvise.
Mask number 1: Topeng Keras
He is a prime minister, strong and bold in his
movements and makes sure the area is secure for his
king. His mask will always be red (bravery) or brown
(strength). Full mask, non vocal.

Mask number 2: Topeng Bacu
(see photo above with curtain)
A bumbling type of fellow, strong and silly in his movements (he is also a relative newcomer); he likes
to show oﬀ his martial arts skills and how he rides a motorcycle. Full mask, non vocal.

Mask number 3: Topeng Tua
The old man, he recalls how he used to move in his youth. Some make him digniﬁed; others comical.
Full mask, non vocal.
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These three masks are called the Pengelembar and are the introductory characters. No story has
been introduced.
Mask number 4: Penasar
(left)
The storyteller. The older of two brothers, he comes out
happily singing and telling tales of his kingdom but it
takes many minutes before he gives us clues as to who
he is. Once we know, he calls for his younger brother
Wijil to join him. Half-mask. Speaks.
Mask number 5: Wijil
(right)
He is the smarter of the two and is prone to
philosophising and giving advice. Half-mask. Speaks.
Mask number 6: Topeng Dalem
This is the king. His movements are dainty and he gesticulates, telling his
servants Penasar and Wijil what is going on in his life (kidnapped princess,
land to be taken away or regained or even a big ceremony to be
conducted). Full mask. Non vocal.

Masks numbers 7 through 10 (or more): Bondresan
These are the clowns, the folks who make up the army or the
ones to help with the ceremony. They are usually challenged in
some way (stutterer, deaf, sickly, crazy) and represent the ‘little
people’ and are meant to be a contrast to the nobility. Half mask.
Very vocal.
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Mask number 11: The antagonist king
A red or brown mask, he is a strong and belligerent character. He ﬁghts with Dalem and Dalem
usually wins.
If Topeng is done speciﬁcally for a ritual, it is called Topeng Sidha Karya which means ‘the one who
ﬁnishes the work’. In the 15th century an itinerant priest who claimed to be related to the king came
to see his brother. However as he had been traveling for many weeks his clothing was tattered and
he looked like a beggar. He was turned away from the palace. In turn he cursed the king and said
that all the oﬀerings being made for a big ceremony would rot. The king, who was in meditation,
knew who the beggar was and asked him to rescind his curse. The priest said he would on the
condition that he would be honoured at every ceremony. The Sidha Karya mask is performed in a
ritual form that used to be done by one man donning all the masks; today it is done by one to three
men.
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Movements come from the center of the body. The legs are for the strong characters in a deep plies
and the arms gesticulate out from the chest. The king stands more than crouches to denote his
status and is usually played by one with more delicate attributes. The clowns have complete carte
blanche but also have dictated movements.
The curtain
Each character emerges from behind the split curtain, which serves as a barrier from the present to
the past, which can also be the present when the clowns talk about everyday and current aﬀairs (see
opening photograph).

Wayang Kulit

Wayang Kulit means shadow puppetry. The puppets are made of buﬀalo hide and painted and
represent the shadows of the ancestors.
Here too, we ﬁnd reﬁned and coarse characters. Most of the ‘good guys’ come from stage right and
the ‘bad guys’ from the puppeteers’ left. The colors help as a mnemonic device for the dalang or
puppeteer as he handles all the puppets himself (there are very few female dalang).
Stories are usually
from the Ramayana
or Mahabharata. We
will be working with
the Ramayana, as it
is substantially
shorter and easier for
a western palate to
understand. See
summary below.
Each character has
his or her own
vocalisation and own
movements. There is
a tendency today to
combine human
puppets with leather ones and the eﬀect is quite striking (hopefully we will have time to see some
video on this).
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Kecak

Kecak is a syncopated mouth music. Using the syllable
‘cak’ in interlocking rhythms, mainly of 3, 5 and 7,
interwoven with the melody of a typical gamelan riﬀ, over
100 men (2000 saw the emergence of women’s kecak but
it is far and few between) chant while seated cross legged
in concentric circles surrounding a ﬁre lamp.
Originally, CAK, as it was known, was used in a small
group to help induce a trance state in the Sanghyang
trance dance tradition. In the 1930s the German artist
Walter Spies and I Wayan Lempad of Bedulu village
created a tourist version, which is nearly the same as what
one sees today. Known as Kecak this now uses the
Ramayana story. No trance is involved. Kecak would never
be done in a ritual setting in Bali but that does not belittle
it's amazing musicality and “ensemble-ness”.

A Brief Outline of the Plot of Ramayana
By Subhamoy Das, About.com Guide

Ramayana is the immortal tale of King Rama that teaches us the values of ideology, devotion, duty,
relationships, dharma and karma.
Rama and Sita: The ideal royal couple
Rama, the prince of Ayodhya and his wife Sita are the ideal royal couple. Rama is brave, wise and
dutiful and Sita is beautiful, generous and saintly. Sita gets introduced to Rama at a ceremony called
‘Swayamvara’, organised by her father Janaka, the king of Mithila to identify a suitable bridegroom
for his lovely daughter. Princes from various kingdoms are invited and challenged to string a giant
bow. Only the mighty Rama is able to lift the bow, string it and even break it into two. This leads Sita
to garland Rama as her husband.
Intrigues in the royal family
Dasharatha, the king of Ayodhya, had three wives and four sons. Rama was the eldest and his
mother was Kaushalya. Bharata was the son of his second and favorite wife, Kaikeyi. The other two
were twins, Lakshmana and Shatrughna from his third wife Sumitra. While Rama is all set for
coronation, his step-mother, Dasaratha's second wife, Kaikeyi wants her son Bharata to become
king. Before the aged king could hand over his crown to his eldest son Rama, Dasaratha is destined
to die. And instead of being crowned king of Ayodhya, Rama is sent into exile in the forest for
fourteen years by an intrigue in the palace and a quirk of fate.
Rama is banished for fourteen years
Rama goes to the forest, accompanied by wife Sita and brother Lakshmana and they live as recluses
among the hermits that lead a life of meditative retreat in the deep woods. Bharata, whose mother's
evil plot won him the throne goes to meet Rama in the forest and pleads him to return to the capital.
As Rama declines to break his vow given to his deceased father, Bharata is compelled to go back to
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Ayodhya with his sandals, which he places on the throne as the symbol of Rama’s continuing
monarchy.
The golden deer
While in the forest a golden deer appears. Sita is delighted and the three of them try to catch it but it
always escapes their grasps. As the deer runs oﬀ into the forest Sita beseeches Rama to get it for
her. He goes oﬀ but not before asking his brother Laksmana to protect his dear wife.
Shortly thereafter they hear Rama crying for help. Laksmana says it’s a plot but Sita implores him to
go search for Rama. Laksmana draws an impregnable circle around Sita with his dagger and as long
as she remains within that circle no harm will come to her. No sooner than Laksmana leaves,
Ravana, in the form of a mendicant beggar arrives on the scene. Everyone knows that we are
obligated to give a beggar food and as Sita steps outside the circle to do so the beggar transforms
into the evil king and ﬂies oﬀ with her to Lanka.
The great bird Garuda sees her in ﬂight and races oﬀ to rescue her. Ravana cuts oﬀ one of his wings
and he falls to earth where Rama and Lakshmana meet up with him and ask what happened. He tells
them of the abduction and then dies, his soul soaring up to heaven.
Rama ﬁghts Ravana, rescues Sita
Sita, meanwhile, is held captive on the island as Ravana tries to persuade her to marry him. Rama
assembles an army of allies comprising mainly of monkeys under the brave Hanuman. Hanuman’s
monkey army make a bridge for Hanuman to travel over. When he comes to the king’s palace he
shows Sita Rama’s ring so she knows he is an emissary from her husband. She gives him a golden
ﬂower from her hair in return. Hanuman and his monkeys attack Ravana’s army and after a ﬁerce
battle succeed in killing the demon king and freeing Sita, reuniting her with Rama.
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DISCUSSION / REFLECTION QUESTIONS
A. How do Balinese categorise characters in their theatrical and dance traditions? (For example:
Halus/Keras = reﬁned/strong and the juxtaposing male/female characters).
B. How is this reﬂected in the forms of Wayang, Topeng and dance? Consider the use of colour,
shape of eyes and headdress, type of movement, etc.
C. Take the interlocking rhythms of Kecak and put them into an ensemble context of your own.
What words/phrases would you use and how?
D. Share one core idea you would like to develop further when you get back to school.
E. How would you take the idea of small movement to portray a character (i.e. facial expressions,
eye movements, hand movements)?
F. Loss of Ego: the characters in Balinese theatre are not person speciﬁc but character speciﬁc
(i.e. the evil king; the reﬁned princess; the snarky rabbit). How could you channel these
characters in your own work?

FRAMING QUESTIONS
A. In Bali, we divide the body into three sections: the head, the torso and below the waist. The
head is considered sacred as it is closest to the heavens i.e. the gods/ancestral deities. The
feet in contrast, are considered dirty and should never be pointed at anyone. This is why
Balinese dance/drama does not use tumbling and the body is usually in an upright position.
How do you think this might be reﬂected in Balinese culture outside the arts?
B. Theater in general is considered an ensemble activity. Yes, there are solos and monologues
but for the most part, the drama lies in the interaction with other actors. In Bali, it is not only
the interaction between the actors but how the actor-dancers relate to the musicians and to
the audience. See if you can connect with a musician back at school and create a piece that
utilises the concepts of rwa bhineda or complementary opposites (i.e. slow and fast; reﬁned
and strong) together with movement and/or masks/puppets. The more people that can be
engaged the better. Bali is a very communal culture and there is always more than one
performer on stage (as there will usually be 25 musicians and the ‘unknown’ audience is also
present.
C. How is colour important in Balinese theatre?
D. What stories do you think would be suitable for a Balinese theatre piece aside from traditional
Balinese or Indian stories and why?
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RESOURCES
Books, journals and articles
This list is to be used as a guide; many of the books are available in Indonesia. You may ﬁnd it
diﬃcult to ﬁnd some of these references in your local libraries, however we have listed them so you
have the references. And by all means, this is not a complete list at all. Many of these books are
available from www.ganeshabooks.com
Artaud, Antonin. The Theater and its Double. NY: Grove Press, l958.
Bakan, Michael. Music of Death and New Creation: Experiences in the World of Balinese Gamelan
Beleganjur. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, l999. The ﬁrst work looking exclusively at Bali’s
marching gamelan CD included.
Bandem, Made I and Fritz de Boer, Kaja and Kelod: Balinese Dance in Transition. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, l997 A look at the development of Balinese dance by the Dean of the Performing
Arts College in Denpasar, Bali and a Professor of Theatre at Wesleyan University.
Belo, Jane. Traditional Balinese Culture. New York: Columbia, 1970. A collection of chapters by
such social scientists as Margaret Mead and Colin McPhee describing in detail the various faces of
traditional Balinese village culture.
Trance in Bali. NY: Columbia University Press, l960.
Bali: Rangda and Barong. Monographs of the American Ethnological Society, XVI, New York, l949.
A close look at the two magical ﬁgures of Rangda the witch and
Barong, the protector.
Coast, John. Dancing out of Bali. Singapore: Periplus 2004 (reprint). Story of how the
British John Coast brought the Peliatan gamelan troupe to the USA.
Covarrubias, Miguel. Island of Bali. London: Oxford, l972 (orig published l939). A Mexican
anthropologist’s view of Bali in the 30s. A bit romantic, but a real classic.
deBoer, Fredrik. ‘Functions of the comic attendants (panasar) in a Balinese shadowplay’
In Humor and comedy in puppetry, ed. D. Sherzer and J. Sherzer. Bowling Green, Ohio: Popular
Press, l987.
deZoete, Beryl and Walter Spires. Dance and Drama in Bali. London: Faber and Faber, l938
(reprinted by Oxford in Asia, l973).
Dibia, Wayan I. Arja: A Sung Dance Drama of Blai: A Study of Change and Transformation.
PhD. Dissertation, UCLA, l992.
Kecak: The Vocal Chant of Bali, Denpasar, Bali: Hartanto Art Books, l996.
This book provides extensive information and documentation of Kecak, one of Bali's most
well-known performing art forms. It describes the development of Kecak, the traditional element of
its performance, the Ramayana epic as it is performed in Kecak and some notes on new innovations
and changes within the form. At the end of the book is a list of Kecak masters and the presently
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active Kecak groups on the island.
I Wayan Dibia and Rucina Ballinger. Balinese Dance, Drama and Music: an introduction to the
performing arts of Bali. Singapore: Periplus Editions, 2004
Daniel, Ana. Bali: Behind the Mask. NY: A. Knopf, l98l.
A photojournalist looks at a venerable old dancer's life.
Emigh, John. Masked Performance: The Play of Self and other in Ritual and Theatre. Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, l996.
The relationship of the wearer of the mask to the mask in India and Bali. The play of identity and the
role of the self.
Herbst, Ed. Voices in Bali: Energies and Perceptions in Vocal Music and Dance Theater. Hanover:
Wesleyan University Press, l997.
Herbst shows us how the learning process is intrinsic to the dance, the drama, the total event.
Heraty, Toeti. Calon Arang: The Story of a Woman Sacriﬁced to Patriatrchy. Yayasan Obor
Indonesia, 2000.
The legend of Calon Arang is the story of an act of exorcism against a perceived witch and the
balance between good and evil. Toeti Heraty has been inspired to retell this legend in a
contemporary style and use it to depict the disparities between genders. Heraty is Indonesia's
foremost feminist poet and through this retelling of Calon Arang brings attention to the causes and to
the futility of the war between the sexes. Lavishly illustrating the story are stunning paintings by 21 of
Indonesia's premier woman artists.
Hobart, Angela. Dancing Shadows of Bali: Theatre and myth. London: Kegan Paul International,
l987. A thorough discussion of Balinese shadow puppetry.
Holt, Claire. Art in Indonesia: Continuities and Change. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, l967.
A very comprehensive look at the arts in Indonesia in their social and historical context. Still a
classic in the ﬁeld.
Jenkins, Ron. Subversive Laughter: The Liberating Power of Comedy. NY: Free Press, l994. A
performer looks at how clowns comment on society, including Bali.
Keeler, Ward. “Release from Kala’s grip: Ritual uses of shadow plays in Java and Bali” in
INDONESIA 54 (October), 1992.
Kempers, A.J. Bernet. Monumental Bali. Singapore: Periplus Press, l99l. A classic work ont he
stone monuments and ancient history of Bali, with color photographs.
McPhee, Colin. Music in Bali. New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1966. This famous musicologist came
to Bali in the l930s and fell in love with its people and its music. This is the treatise on Balinese
music.
House in Bali. Singapore: Oxford in Asia. A wonderful account of how McPhee built his house and
his life in Sayan, Bali.
A Club of Small Men. The delightful story of how McPhee started a gamelan (music) club for young
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boys.
Mead, Margaret. “The Arts in Bali” In Traditional Balinese Culture, ed. Jane Belo.
Narayan, R. K. The Ramayana. Penguin, l972. An easy reading of this great epic.
Ramseyer, Urs. Art and Culture of Bali. Oxford: Oxford University Press, l972 (just reprinted in
2002). With Hundreds of photographs, this anthropological work looks at the context of arts in Bali.
I Gusti Raka Panji Tisnu, editors. Bali: Living in Two Worlds, a critical self-portrait. Basel: Museum
der Kulturer, 2002.
Reichie, Natasha Bali: Art, Ritual, Performance. 2011. Asian Art Museum. This book, the catalog for
the recent SF Asian Art Museum exhibit, presents a holistic view of the ways that art, ritual and
performance interrelate within the seamless fabric of Balinese life. This book celebrates the beauty of
this magical island that has attracted artists, dancers, celebrities and scholars for generations. A
weighty, large format book full of gorgeous photographs and informative text.
Rubin, Leon and I Nyoman Sedana. Performance in Bali. Routledge, 2011. The book describes
four speciﬁc forms of contemporary performance: Wayang shadow puppet theatre, Sanghyang
ritual trance performance, Gamubh classical dance – drama and Topeng masked theatre.
Tenzer, Michael. Balinese Music. Singapore: Periplus Books, l99l. An excellent introduction to
Balinese music, with lots of photographs.
Gamelan Gong Kebyar: The Art of Balinese 20th Century Music. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2000.
Zurbuchen, Mary. The Language of Balinese Shadow Theater. Princeton; Princeton University
Press, l987. This scholar looks at the shadow puppet theatre and the use of its language to interpret
Balinese culture.
Mary Sabina Zurbuchen. Beginning to Remember: The Past in the Indonesian Present. Singapore
University Press, 2005. A collection of essays on the 1965 killings.
For a complete selection, go to www.ganeshabooksbali.com/bookstore.html#balinesesociety
Video
General Music and Dance
The miracle of Bali” a recital of music and dance from the village of Peliatan. Even those this ﬁlm is
from 1969, the information in it is still relevant. www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKvMguF16r0
Calonarang (drama between Barong and witch Rangda)
Very Intense trance with English narration www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkVripK_9Rg
Clowns
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pjPZhHQx-c
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Witches
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ByUsKC2OOI
Trance women dancing
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEUtTcua9ik
Self stabbing
www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4jjWUKLBHI
Topeng video resources
This is a fantastic introduction to all the topeng masks.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zthS0O8Aiv0
Topeng and women traning
www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3D94O-Y7g4
Kecak (syncopated mouth music videos)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vtcsA3McPA
www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGXcnWUqV-Y (BARAKA clip)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_ILRXHD15o (KOBAGI KECAK plus BODY MUSIC)
Gedebong Goyang (Rucina Ballinger’s comedy group)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nC5ufZySXcg (English subtitles)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3SYVMKIf_Wg
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPAFSjlEJn4

PRACTITIONER PATHWAYS
Rucina Ballinger
I am ﬁrst and foremost a performer and have led numerous educational programs and cultural tours
throughout Indonesia.
In 1979 I co-founded the group Gamelan Sekar Jaya which is a San Francisco based group
dedicated to performing Balinese music and dance that is now in its 40th year. Along with Wayan
Dibia I co-authored Balinese Dance, Drama and Music: An Introduction to the Performing Arts in
2004.
I have lived and performed in Bali since 1974. My experience has given me insight into how actors
and dancers work. In 2003, a year after the devastating Bali bombings, I started the comedy group
Gedebong Goyang which showcases four western women who sing and perform skits in Balinese
and Indonesian to entertain the Balinese people.
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For more information about Rucina’s life in Bali, please read the article Inspired by Rucina Ballinger.

Made Sidia

I was born to a dancer-puppeteer father (Made Sija) who is a strict traditionalist. I learned literally
from the start when I was sitting on my own father’s knees about how to be a Balinese performer. I
am deeply dedicated to my own culture and customs. I love sharing the Balinese culture with others
and am known as one of Bali’s most innovative choreographers and puppeteers on the island.
In 2002, I created the show Wayang Skateboard to perform in support for the Bali bomb victims. This
show used the form of puppetry to discuss topics such as tolerance and depression which was
intended to help and tell the stories of those who suﬀered through the attack.
In 2008 I collaborated with artists from Australia and Singapore in creating the Bali Agung Theater at
the Bali Safari Park. This theatre showcases 200 performers (not including the animals!) and is a
spectacle in itself. I am the director of the Paripurna Studio in Bona, Bali and am a lecturer at the
Indonesian Institute of the Arts in Denpasar, Bali.
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